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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 

In November 2010 the US Government held their second Cloud Computing workshop, calling for an 

industry-wide effort to harmonize standards to advance their maturity and encourage accelerating 

adoption of Cloud Computing throughout government agencies. 

Not only does this present an enormous opportunity for telcos, the US Government has an annual IT 

budget of over $80 billion which they are on the brink of shifting in the direction of Cloud services, but 

better yet the required framework would provide a generalized product innovation platform for Cloud 

services. They can reuse the investment to create products in other markets too, such as small business 

as well as other enterprise clients. 

 

THE CLOUD AWARE ROADMAP – UNIFIED STANDARDS PROGRAM 

This government sector is just the tip of the iceberg. 

In essence this current explosion of the Cloud market represents the maturing of an industry that has 

been underway for over a decade, but through adoption of isolated instances of Internet-centric 

computing like Salesforce.com. It’s now maturing from this baby steps phase into a full blown evolution 

of technology as a whole, where all IT is now trending towards becoming part of the Cloud, being re-

engineered to become ‘Cloud Aware’. 

Therefore while Amazon is synonymous with the trend it will eventually be telcos globally that ultimately 

provide the bulk of Cloud services in local markets. A Cloud product strategy will help them understand 

how to further exploit their existing data-centers, leverage their core telephony expertise and platform, 

and ultimately harness Cloud for a new generation of products. 

Key to this will be a unified standards program, a single method that unites numerous standards groups 

into one solutions program. Organizations like the DMTF, OMG, TMF, SNIA and CSA each provide one 

piece of a jigaw, a set of protocols relevant to their domains of expertise of telecoms, software, storage 

and security, and in combination they provide the means to define a holistic Cloud services product 

strategy.  
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CLOUD PRODUCT ARCHITECTURE

INTRODUCTION 

With the overwhelming levels of hype and 

accurately define the specific product 

drive client needs in those segments.

Cloud Computing is often associated with Amazon, Google and Salesforce.com

services where the client has no control over the location. 

software developers looking for Application Hosting via commodity services

next iteration of web hosting using a new level of virtualization capability

web applications for Internet users then 

This means that ultimately the overall

IT outsourcing. This doesn’t negate the potential of Cloud Computing, indeed it expands it, where Cloud 

technologies can be used to achieve competitive advantage in this field, through 

Powered’ version. 

This will broaden the scope of what product markets Cloud Computing is used to address, growing to 

include requirements such as managed desktops and 

application hosting. 
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ECTURE 

With the overwhelming levels of hype and terminology the key to a Cloud product strategy is to 

product niches in a granular manner, and understand the dynamics that 

drive client needs in those segments. 

Cloud Computing is often associated with Amazon, Google and Salesforce.com, who all provide remote 

services where the client has no control over the location. They service a large but quite specific market

software developers looking for Application Hosting via commodity services. In essence this is simply the 

using a new level of virtualization capability, and because these are typically 

web applications for Internet users then it is the ideal option for them.  

 

 However for larger application scenarios, like a full 

ERP or CRM rollout, or larger clients like 

Government, the model becomes untenable for 

various reasons. For example governments are 

regulated by data privacy laws that require them to 

host their data within their own geographic region.

overall market being served will expand to encompass the larger sphere of 

This doesn’t negate the potential of Cloud Computing, indeed it expands it, where Cloud 

technologies can be used to achieve competitive advantage in this field, through a next 

This will broaden the scope of what product markets Cloud Computing is used to address, growing to 

include requirements such as managed desktops and e-archiving amongst others, as well as the web 
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the key to a Cloud product strategy is to 

niches in a granular manner, and understand the dynamics that 

, who all provide remote 

They service a large but quite specific market, 

n essence this is simply the 

because these are typically 

However for larger application scenarios, like a full 

clients like 

Government, the model becomes untenable for 

various reasons. For example governments are 

regulated by data privacy laws that require them to 

host their data within their own geographic region. 

the larger sphere of 

This doesn’t negate the potential of Cloud Computing, indeed it expands it, where Cloud 

ext generation ‘Cloud 

This will broaden the scope of what product markets Cloud Computing is used to address, growing to 

archiving amongst others, as well as the web 
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CLOUD POWERED OUTSOURCING 

Telcos can invest in a Cloud platform that enables this new set of outsourcing services, and can do so 

profitably by aligning it with the ongoing maturity of the market. 

At the high level this can be modeled through this diagram from Cisco, showing their vision for this 

growth roadmap across four distinct phases. 

 

This accurately shows how currently the Cloud market is at phase 2, where it is mainly focused only on 

the web hosting type scenarios of public Clouds, with internal adoption of private Clouds beginning. 

The next main expansion will be connecting these two domains via ‘Virtual Private Clouds’ aka ‘Hybrid 

Clouds’, where IT organizations begin to augment their own data-centre operations with ‘burst capacity’ 

from public Cloud providers, for infrastructure services such as storage.  

This will begin with outsourcing to a single provider via relatively manual methods, and ultimately evolve 

to a fully autonomous grid across multiple suppliers, ‘Inter-Cloud Services’. 
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AGILE PRODUCT PLATFORM 

For telcos the most important function Cloud technology provides is a platform for agile product 
innovation. One technology investment will yield multiple new products for different markets.

The Cisco white paper 'Cloud - What a Business Leader Must Know

vision for the role of their technology as the enabler of a "Cloud Network Platform".

"Cloud accelerates your business by allowing you to transform ideas into marketable products 

and services with greater speed. Many enterprise

to create higher-value, differentiated service offerings. They have unique capabilities the

leverage, including customer relationships, physical assets and operational excellence."

The fundamental business and technical value of Cloud computing is that it defines and creates a new 

layer of computing, one that sits in between the application

on, so that they can more dynamically manage the relationship between the two. This is the layer that 

will sit atop these telco assets and enable an entirely new suite of next generation Cloud products.

 

INTER-CLOUD STORAGE 

 

Open standards are key to enabling this and ensuring ongoing flexibility.

As an example the CDMI storage standards from the SNIA might be combined with the Inter
standards from the TMF to enable ‘Inter

Hybrid Cloud Storage is an open standards best 
practice reference from the SNIA, defined in this 
document – ‘Managing Private and Hybrid 
Clouds for Data Storage‘ (12-page PDF).
 
It explains how an IT organization can 
incorporate storage from Cloud providers into a 
single framework that includes their own local 
SAN resource too.  
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For telcos the most important function Cloud technology provides is a platform for agile product 
innovation. One technology investment will yield multiple new products for different markets.

What a Business Leader Must Know' (15 page PDF) explains 

vision for the role of their technology as the enabler of a "Cloud Network Platform". 

business by allowing you to transform ideas into marketable products 

and services with greater speed. Many enterprise-focused service providers have an opportunity 

value, differentiated service offerings. They have unique capabilities the

leverage, including customer relationships, physical assets and operational excellence."

The fundamental business and technical value of Cloud computing is that it defines and creates a new 

layer of computing, one that sits in between the application and the underlying infrastructure it operates 

on, so that they can more dynamically manage the relationship between the two. This is the layer that 

will sit atop these telco assets and enable an entirely new suite of next generation Cloud products.

Open standards are key to enabling this and ensuring ongoing flexibility.  

standards from the SNIA might be combined with the Inter
standards from the TMF to enable ‘Inter-Cloud Storage’. 

Cloud Storage is an open standards best 
practice reference from the SNIA, defined in this 

Managing Private and Hybrid 
page PDF). 

It explains how an IT organization can 
incorporate storage from Cloud providers into a 
single framework that includes their own local 
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For telcos the most important function Cloud technology provides is a platform for agile product 
innovation. One technology investment will yield multiple new products for different markets. 

explains this in their 

business by allowing you to transform ideas into marketable products 

focused service providers have an opportunity 

value, differentiated service offerings. They have unique capabilities they can 

leverage, including customer relationships, physical assets and operational excellence." 

The fundamental business and technical value of Cloud computing is that it defines and creates a new 

and the underlying infrastructure it operates 

on, so that they can more dynamically manage the relationship between the two. This is the layer that 

will sit atop these telco assets and enable an entirely new suite of next generation Cloud products. 

standards from the SNIA might be combined with the Inter-Cloud billing 

 

http://blogs.cisco.com/sp/comments/cloud_what_a_business_leader_must_know/
http://www.snia.org/forums/csi/knowledge/CSI_Private_Hybrid_Cloud_White_Paper_final.pdf
http://www.snia.org/forums/csi/knowledge/CSI_Private_Hybrid_Cloud_White_Paper_final.pdf
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The paper explains how it can then be applied for scenarios like backup, virtual disks and e-archiving, 

highlighting how this single platform deployment is the ideal service toolset as it can be leveraged into 

different customer scenarios. 

This re-packaging can be achieved through the service automation and delivery platforms telcos are used 

for their traditional ‘OSS’ (Operational Support Systems), enhanced for the Cloud age. 

This is the objective of the Inter-Cloud Services (ICS) program telco TMForum. It provides a blueprint for 

managed services in the Cloud Aware age, with a focus on virtualized Unified Communications and the 

combination of technologies catering for a single architecture for IP networks, client-side devices, SaaS 

collaboration apps like Webex and the new Cloud-driven virtualized data-centre, an “application fluent” 

WAN that ensure security and QOS, self-service portal and order fulfillment. 

The SNIA white paper is also an example of the Virtual Private Cloud model described as Phase 3 of the 

Cisco maturity model. Inter-Cloud Services represents Phase 4, and so in combination they can enable 

the virtualization and delivery of a single instance of Cloud Storage, which is automatically provisioned for 

users, and delivered from physical infrastructure operating in multiple supplier data-centres. 
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ENTERPRISE CLOUD SERVICES 

These platform technologies can enable telcos to define and deliver multiple categories of Enterprise 

Cloud services. The definitions for these can be further refined and finalized by overlaying the ongoing 

specification work from key client segments like Government.

 

TARGET ARCHITECTURE - ENTERPRISE CLOUD TAX

The US is not alone in pioneering governments helping set the Cloud Computing agenda.

In June 2010 the Canadian Federal Government provided an 

their plans for a Cloud Computing roadmap, describing a number of technical component parts and how 

they can be united into an overall Business Transformation

A Business Transformation exercise is intended to make significant changes to how an 

organization works, typically centred on the installation of a new or upgrade of an 

existing major IT application, and the key compo

is the technical design, based on EA skills (Enterprise Architecture), that defines the 

blueprint for the new system. 

This paper lists these components as a taxonomy and maps them to vendor products 

and consultant services that can achieve this strategy.

Cloud Servers   The core software to virtualize servers, storage and software.

Gov 2.0   Ultimately the goal is to achieve “Government 2.0

better engage the public into 

approaches to business workflow.

Unified Collaboration   Utilize Unified Comms and collaboration apps internally, and externally, to empower these 

processes. 

Cloud Identity   Ensure security of these new agile environments through “GEDS2.0
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These platform technologies can enable telcos to define and deliver multiple categories of Enterprise 

Cloud services. The definitions for these can be further refined and finalized by overlaying the ongoing 

client segments like Government.  

ENTERPRISE CLOUD TAXONOMY 

The US is not alone in pioneering governments helping set the Cloud Computing agenda.

In June 2010 the Canadian Federal Government provided an overview presentation (18

their plans for a Cloud Computing roadmap, describing a number of technical component parts and how 

Business Transformation strategy.  

A Business Transformation exercise is intended to make significant changes to how an 

organization works, typically centred on the installation of a new or upgrade of an 

existing major IT application, and the key component is the “Target Architecture”. This 

is the technical design, based on EA skills (Enterprise Architecture), that defines the 

This paper lists these components as a taxonomy and maps them to vendor products 

rvices that can achieve this strategy. 

The core software to virtualize servers, storage and software. 

Ultimately the goal is to achieve “Government 2.0″, using social media and other tools to 

better engage the public into government process and re-invent new ‘collective intelligence’ 

approaches to business workflow. 

Utilize Unified Comms and collaboration apps internally, and externally, to empower these 

 

Ensure security of these new agile environments through “GEDS2.0″, technologies to 
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These platform technologies can enable telcos to define and deliver multiple categories of Enterprise 

Cloud services. The definitions for these can be further refined and finalized by overlaying the ongoing 

The US is not alone in pioneering governments helping set the Cloud Computing agenda. 

(18-page PDF) of 

their plans for a Cloud Computing roadmap, describing a number of technical component parts and how 

 

 

 

″, using social media and other tools to 

invent new ‘collective intelligence’ 

 

Utilize Unified Comms and collaboration apps internally, and externally, to empower these 

 

″, technologies to 

 

http://isacc.ca/isacc/_doc/ArchivedPlenary/ISACC-10-43305.pdf
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federate Identity information across multiple directories, with shared Identity card schemes. 

Cloud VPN   Enable a series of security domains for different PaaS and IaaS elements, within an overall 

ITSS security domain enabled by a new Cloud Services Access Layer.   

Community Clouds   Shared services across multiple agencies, for a Common Messaging Platform, providing 

business apps like OpenText via a Private SaaS approach, which can also then drive 

Legacy Modernization of their older business systems like Pay and Pensions. It also 

facilitates Mobile Integration.  

 

Process Automation   A process orchestrator function which enables business users, regardless of ICT skill level, to 

create and execute process definitions.   

Cloud Provisioning Services   Optimize utilization and enable faster provisioning of new apps through virtualization and 

Cloud Provisioning Services.   

Inter-Cloud Services   Link to external security domains and enable “Cloud peering” privately between 

departments, and also “brokering” to the public Cloud.  

 

CLOUD AWARE SOLUTION USE CASES  

At the US Government workshop they called for more use cases to help develop a shared understanding 

that fosters further uptake. The main purpose of this Telco Cloud Services initiative is to help organize 

some of these, with this paper providing a first initial list, to be further developed. 

• Mobile Private Cloud for Enterprise 2.0  

• Legacy Migration 

• Cloud Identity and Access Management (CIdAM) 

• Cloud Attached Storage for e-archiving 

• Cloud Desktop 

• Cloud Migration Consulting Services 
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MOBILE PRIVATE CLOUD FOR ENTERPRISE 2.0 COLLABORATION  

Slide 15 of the Canadian roadmap calls for a capability that can be described as ‘Unified Collaboration’. 

This refers to providing Web 2.0 type collaboration software, blogs, wikis et al.  

 

 

 Vendors like Microsoft cater for this through their 

Sharepoint software, which can be combined with 

their Unified Communications software to achieve a 

full suite of collaboration methods, and provide Mobile 

Integration and access. 

Mobile Private Cloud models will enable users to have 

quick and easy access to the activity streams of these 

collaboration sites, generating considerable network 

traffic. 

 

LEGACY MIGRATION TO PRIVATE APPLICATION PLATFORM CLOUDS 

Slide 12 of the roadmap identifies a requirement for their legacy applications, like Microsoft, Oracle and 

OpenText, to be integrated into their ‘Community Cloud’ architecture.  

Private Clouds will be implemented through 

enterprise organizations adopting the same 

virtualization technologies internally that 

external hosting providers like Amazon do to 

offer Cloud hosting services, and these will 

become increasingly sophisticated as they 

take on ‘Private SaaS’ (Software as a Service) 

principles too, such that ultimately Cloud 

becomes the common delivery platform for all 

applications. 
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This will add capabilities like multi-tenancy, subscriber management, usage metering and billing and a 
Service Catalog, so that apps can leverage common components for SaaS delivery and billing. Deployed 
internally as part of the private Enterprise Cloud strategy these platforms enhance an organizations Cloud 
so that it can act as a universal service delivery platform. 

 

 

CLOUD IDENTITY 

One key component part of Cloud Aware software architecture is the use of common shared services for 

functions like Identity authentication, ‘Cloud Identity’. 

This is also described in slide 15 of the roadmap, as a keystone to 

the Unified Collaboration activity, where ‘GEDS2.0’ will synchronize 

the user directory systems to enable streamlined single sign on 

access to all of these Cloud applications. 

These best practices are defined in section 7.6 ‘Cloud Management 

Interface Security in the recent DMTF Cloud Architecture 

documents. 

 

 

 

CLOUD ATTACHED STORAGE FOR E-ARCHIVING 

Applications like Microsoft Sharepoint do enable improved staff collaboration but as recent research has 

shown a by product of this is increased security risk, as ‘unstructured content’, like Word documents and 

Excel spreadsheets, is proliferated across laptops and other uncontrolled devices. 

This can be addressed through harnessing ‘Cloud Attached Storage’, equally distributed storage facilities 

that users can easily access for storing files and that applications like Sharepoint can use. This builds in 

features like encryption and archiving such that the files can be protected in line with security and 

information management policy requirements. 

The DMTF has defined the requirements for functionality like archiving and record retention that would 

achieve this compliance, and this can be modeled into Cloud Storage services accordingly.  
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Furthermore customers can enjoy this enhanced resilience while also reducing costs. Leveraging Cloud 

provider infrastructure this way provides for a significantly more cost-efficient method of acquiring tiered 

storage. 

 

CLOUD DESKTOPS 

CDI (Cloud Desktop Infrastructure) combines traditional enterprise desktop automation systems with 

Cloud Server software to achieve the Internet-centric version of this capability. This provides 

administrators with the scalability of data-centre based desktop delivery, while giving end users an 

entirely portable service that they can access from anywhere, in a highly secure manner. 

 

 

CLOUD MIGRATION CONSULTING SERVICES 

A critical success factor for the sales efforts of Cloud Service Providers is that many clients will require 

some degree of hand-holding to transition from their traditional data-centre into the Cloud. 

Again the point to stress is that for scenarios of web application hosting the customers are software 

developers who are very expert with the technology and know exactly what their technical requirements 

are. They’re shopping for a commodity service. 

In contrast in the larger IT outsourcing market the buyers tend to be a mix of business management and 

non-technical end-users, as well as technical architects. They’re also addressing this broader set of 

product requirements, and importantly have unique security and information privacy requirements that 

are not appropriate for purely public Cloud hosting. 

Instead this group needs their unique security requirements detailed into their Cloud service architecture, 

which can be achieved by utilizing the best practices defined by the CSA.  
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NEXT STEPS 

At the US Government workshop they called for more use cases to help develop a shared understanding 

that fosters further uptake. The main purpose of this Telco Cloud Services initiative is to help organize 

some of these, with this paper providing a first initial list, to be further developed through the Cloud 

Ventures industry group. 
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